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013.12.0Abstract Due to limitations to extract invariant features for recognition when the aircraft presents
various poses and lacks enough samples for training, a novel algorithm called Weighted Marginal
Fisher Analysis with Spatially Smooth (WMFA-SS) for extracting invariant features in aircraft rec-
ognition is proposed. According to the Graph Embedding (GE) framework, Heat Kernel function is
ﬁrstly introduced to characterize the interclass separability when choosing the weights of penalty
graph. Furthermore, Laplacian penalty is applied to constraining the coefﬁcients to be spatially
smooth in this algorithm. Laplacian penalty is able to incorporate the prior information that neigh-
boring pixels are correlated. Besides, using a Laplacian penalty can also avoid the singularity of
Laplacian matrix of intrinsic graph. Once compact representations of the images are obtained, it
can be considered as invariant features and then be performed in classiﬁcation to recognize different
patterns of aircraft. Real aircraft recognition experiments show the superiority of our proposed
WMFA-SS in comparison to other GE algorithms and the current aircraft recognition algorithm;
the accuracy rate of our proposed method is 90.00% for dataset BH-AIR1.0 and 99.25% for dataset
BH-AIR2.0.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Researches on recognizing 3D objects from 2D images are
becoming increasingly popular.1 Analyzing features of aircraft
as typical 3D dynamic objects and identifying their patterns
are always attracted by many scholars. Concerning the issues82338768.
du.cn (Z. Wei), vincentliubuaa@
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
14for diversities of aircraft’s poses such as variation of 3D scale,
transformation and rotation, it makes recognition of aircraft
images quite difﬁcult.
The current methodologies of recognition for aircraft ob-
jects are to extract invariant features based on shape informa-
tion and then to discriminate aircraft patterns combined with
various classiﬁers. Invariant features, such as afﬁne moment,
wavelet moment, sift feature, etc. have been extensively adopted
as effective feature extraction means, which have appeared pros
and cons in certain speciﬁc applications. Among invariant fea-
tures mentioned above, different features appear different toler-
ance for invariance on condition of images taken by various
poses of aircraft. Flusser2 proposed the afﬁne moment, which
is able to keep invariant to image distortion or twisting caused
by small aircraft’s roll angle and pitch angle variation; waveletSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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variation; SIFT feature4 can keep invariant to afﬁne variation
and resists noise quite well. However, one kind of invariant fea-
tures can only satisfy recognition requirement limited in a spe-
ciﬁc circumstance and might not acquire a satisfying results
shifting into another circumstance. Therefore, it is not feasible
to apply single kind of features combining classiﬁers to con-
struct an aircraft image recognition system that acquires high
recognition rate on condition of aircraft’s pose diversity.
According to the principle of integration, it is feasible to
construct a more general aircraft image recognition system
that can effectively acquire higher recognition rate on condi-
tion of different circumstances if invariant features are
combined based on different rules. Zhu5 proposed a method
of aircraft recognition based on Multiple Classiﬁer Fusion
with Multiple Invariants (MCF-MI), which fused four differ-
ent aircraft image features: afﬁne moment, Zernike moment,
wavelet moment and gradient module of SIFT feature descrip-
tor and combined support vector machine to construct four
kinds of classiﬁers. Moreover, an adaptive weighted voting
method is adopted to carry out multiple classiﬁer fusion for
improving aircraft recognition rate, which is higher than the
recognition rates using the classiﬁers constructed with single
invariant features. However, it cannot satisfy the real-time
requirement in the process of aircraft recognition because the
choice of invariant features and the fusion of invariant features
and classiﬁers are determined by different aircraft image
conditions. Speciﬁcally, under the conditions of wide angle
rotation of aircrafts, invariant features suffer trivial-solutions,
leading to a dramatic a reduction in recognition accuracy.
Recently, there are considerable interests into visual analy-
sis and dimension reduction. One hopes that estimating geo-
metrical and topological properties of the manifold from
random points lies on this unknown sub-manifold. Along this
direction, many researchers6–8 proposed lots of subspace learn-
ing algorithms to explore the local geometric structure embed-
ded in high dimensional data. Some popular ones include
Locality Preserving Projection (LPP),9 Neighborhood Preserv-
ing Embedding (NPE)10 and Marginal Fisher Analysis
(MFA).11 When using these methods, we usually represent
an image of size m1 · m2 pixels by a vector in an m1 · m2
dimensional space. Although various poses of aircraft lead to
huge difference in the same pattern of aircraft images and
the dimensionality of data is extremely high when aircraft
images are represented as vectors, there might be an intrinsic
properties of the high manifold embedded in a low sub-mani-
fold, which leads us to consider methodologies of subspace
learning to extract invariant features from high-dimensional
aircraft manifolds.
In this paper, we introduce a method called Weighted Mar-
ginal Fisher Analysis with Spatially Smooth for extracting
invariant features in aircraft recognition. Based on the Graph
Embedding framework,12 we ﬁrstly introduce Heat Kernel
function13 to characterize the relationship between different
pattern of aircraft images. Furthermore, we use Laplacian
penalty14 to constrain the coefﬁcients to be spatially smooth
in this algorithm. Instead of considering the basis function as
a m1 · m2 dimensional vector, we consider it as a matrix, or a
discrete function deﬁned on am1 · m2 lattice. So the discretized
Laplacian operator can be applied to measuring the smooth-
ness of basis function along the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. Because the discretized Laplacian operator is a ﬁnitedifference approximation to the second derivative operator,
we sum over all directions. The choice of Laplacian penalty al-
lows us to incorporate the prior information that neighboring
pixels are correlated. Besides, using a Laplacian penalty can
also avoid the singularity of Laplacian matrix of intrinsic
graph. After we acquire representations of images in the sub-
space, we can consider them as invariant features and then per-
form classiﬁcation to recognize different patterns of aircraft.
The method presents two essential characteristics:
(1) Before acquiring the optimized projections that maxi-
mize the interclass separability represented by penalty
graph and minimize the intraclass compactness repre-
sented by intrinsic graph, the choice of Heat Kernel
function as weights of penalty graph can characterize
the interclass separability better than simple-minded
function used by MFA in neighborhood relationships.
(2) Although PCA as a pre-projection to avoid the singular-
ity of Laplacian matrix of intrinsic graph works very well
in various object recognitions like face recognition,15 it
failed in aircraft recognition for huge difference caused
by pose variation between the same pattern of aircrafts.
Therefore, we introduce Laplacian penalty as the regular-
ization to avoid the singularity of Laplacian matrix of
intrinsic graph and to avoid over-ﬁtting16 because the
number-of-dimensions to the sample-size ratio is too
high.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we deﬁne the feature extraction as a subspace learning repre-
sentation in aircraft recognition and provide a brief review
of the Graph Embedding framework and Laplacian smooth-
ing. Section 3 introduces our proposed algorithm called
Weighted Marginal Fisher Analysis with Spatially Smooth.
The extensive experimental results are presented in Section 4.
Finally, we provide some conclusive remarks and suggestions
for future work in Section 5.2. Problem deﬁnition and theoretical background
2.1. Problem deﬁnition
For a general classiﬁcation problem, each image of the aircraft
sample set is rearranged from size of m1 · m2 to a vector
xi 2 Rm, where m= m1 · m2. The aircraft sample set for model
training can be represented as a matrix X= [x1 x2 . . . xN],
where N is the sample number and m the data dimension.
For supervised learning problems, the class label of sample
xi is assumed to be ci = {1, 2, . . .,Nc}, where Nc is the number
of classes. We also let pc and nc denote the index set and
number of samples belonging to the class, respectively. The
linear feature extraction is to ﬁnd a mapping matrix
A= [a1 a2 . . . al] 2 Rm·l, which transforms sample xi to a
speciﬁc representation yi, where, typically, l m and yi = A
T xi.
2.2. A brief review of Graph Embedding framework
Let G= {X, W} be an undirected weighted graph with vertex
set X and similarity matrixW 2 RN·N. Each element of the real
symmetric matrix W measures, for a pair of vertices, its simi-
larity, which might be negative. In this work, the Graph
112 Z. Wei et al.Embedding of the graph G is deﬁned as an algorithm to ﬁnd
the relationships of the desired low-dimensional vector repre-
sentations between the vertices of G that best characterize
the similarity relationship between the vertex pairs in G.
For simplify exposition, we take the one-dimensional case
and let vector y= [y1 y2 . . . yN]
T be the representation of ver-
tex X= [x1 x2 . . . xN]. If the mapping is linear, yi = a
Txi. The
objective function of Graph Embedding is given as follows:
a ¼ arg min
aTXBXTa¼d
aTXLXTa ð1Þ
where d is a constant and B is the constraint matrix; B is typi-
cally a diagonal matrix for scale normalization and may also be
the Laplacian matrix of a penalty graph Gp, and L is the Lapla-
cian matrix of an intrinsic graph G. Laplacian matrix of the
intrinsic graph and the penalty graph can be deﬁned as follows:
L ¼ DW; Dii ¼
X
i–j
Wij; 8i 2 N
B ¼ Dp Wp; Dpii ¼
X
i–j
Wpij; 8i 2 N
8><
>: ð2Þ
where D= diag(D11, D22,   ,DNN).
Given different similarity matrices W, function Eq. (1) can
be represented as different subspace learning algorithms (PCA,
LDA, NPE and MFA, etc.).
2.3. Laplacian smoothing
Let f be a function deﬁned on a region of interest O 2 Rd. The
Laplacian operator L is deﬁned as18
LfðtÞ ¼
Xd
j¼1
@2f
@t2j
ð3Þ
here, d deﬁnes the dimensionality of the signal.
The Laplacian penalty function, denoted by J, is deﬁned by
JðfðtÞÞ ¼
Z
X
½LfðtÞdt ð4Þ
Intuitively, J(f(t))measures the smoothness of the function f
over the region O. In this paper, our interest lies in image. An
image is intrinsically a two-dimensional signal. Therefore, we
take d to be 2 in the proposed algorithm.
3. Weighted Marginal Fisher Analysis with Spatially Smooth
(WMFA-SS)
3.1. Constructing graph of intraclass and graph of interclass
If xi and xj represent two images of the same aircraft with two
different poses, we design the intrinsic graph that characterizes
the intraclass relationship based on Graph Embedding frame-
work. In the intrinsic graph, a vertex pair is connected if one
vertex xi is among the k1-nearest neighbors of the other xj
and the elements of the pair belong to the same class. We
choose the same weights to describe the connected relationship
to reduce the intraclass’s difference. The similarity matrix of
the intrinsic graph is given asWi;j ¼
1; if i 2 Nþk1 ðjÞ or j 2 Nþk1ðiÞ
0; else

ð5Þhere, Nþk1 ðiÞ indicates the index set of the k1-nearest neighbors
of the sample xi in the same class.
If xi and xj represent two images of the two classes of air-
craft with possible similar poses, we design the penalty graph
that characterizes the interclass relationship based on Graph
Embedding framework. In the penalty graph, for each class,
the k2-nearest vertex pairs in which one element is in-class
and the other is out-of-class are connected. We choose Heat
Kernel function to describe the connected relationship to in-
crease the interclass’s divergence. The similarity matrix of the
penalty graph is deﬁned asWpi;j ¼
ejjxixj jj
2=r; if ði; jÞ 2 Pk2ðciÞ or ði; jÞ 2 Pk2ðciÞ
0; else
(
ð6Þ
here, Pk2ðciÞ is a set of data pairs that are the k2-nearest pairs
among the set fði; jÞ; i 2 pc; j R pcg, and r is a constant.
By following the Graph Embedding formulation Eq. (1),
the object function of WMFA-SS is characterized asa ¼ arg min
aTXBXTa¼d
aTXLXTa ¼ argmax
a
aTXBXTa
aTXLXTa
¼ argmax
a
aTXðDp WpÞXTa
aTXðDWÞXTa
¼ argmax
a
P
i
P
ði;jÞ2Pk2 ðciÞ or ði;jÞ2Pk2 ðciÞ
Wpi;jjjaTxi  aTxjjj2P
i
P
i2Nþ
k1
ðjÞ or j2Nþ
k1
ðiÞjjaTxi  aTxjjj2
ð7Þ
here, Wpi;j is the value of similarity matrix as deﬁned in Eq. (6).
According to the formation in Eq. (5), we could neglect Wpi;j
because Wi,j = 1 if xi is among the k1-nearest neighbors of
the other xj or xj is among the k1-nearest neighbors of the other
xi.3.2. Objective function of WMFA-SS
As we described previously, m1 · m2 aircraft images can be
represented as vectors in Rm, m= m1 · m2. Let ai 2 Rm be
the basis vectors obtained by WMFA-SS. Without loss of gen-
erality, ai can also be considered as functions deﬁned on a
m1 · m2 lattice.
For an aircraft image, the region of interestO is a two-dimen-
sional rectangle, for notational convenience ofO, we take it to be
2. A lattice is deﬁned on O as follows. Let h= [h1 h2] where
h1 = 1/m1 and h2 = 1/m2. Oh consists of the set of two-dimen-
sional vectors ti = [ti1 ti2] with tij = (ij  0.5) hj for 1 6 ij 6 mj
and 1 6 j 6 2. There are a total of m= m1 · m2 grid points in
this lattice. Let Dj be an m1 · m2 matrix that yields a discrete
approximation to @2=@t2j . Thus if u ¼ ½uðt1Þ uðt2Þ . . . uðtmjÞ is
an mj -dimensional vector which is a discretized version of a
function u(t), then Dj has the property thatDjuðtijÞ  @
2uðtijÞ
@t2j
ð8Þ
For i= 1, 2, . . .,mj. There are many possible choices of
Dj.
17 In this work, we apply the modiﬁed Neuman
discretization18
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h2j
1 1
1 2 1
  
1 2 1
1 1
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð9Þ
Given Dj, a discrete approximation D for two-dimensional
Laplacian L is the m · m matrix
D ¼ D1  I2 þ I1 D2 ð10Þ
where Ij is mj · mj identity matrix for j= 1, 2.  is the kro-
necker product.19
For an m1 · m2 dimensional vector a, it is easy to check that
||D Æ a||2 is proportional to the sum of the squared differences
between the nearby grid points of a with its matrix form. It
provides a measure of smoothness of a on the m1 · m2 lattice.
Given the WMFA-SS structure with penalty Laplacian
matrix B and intrinsic Laplacian matrix L, the WMFA-SS is
deﬁned asargmax
a
aTXBXTa
aTXLXTaþ aJðaÞ ð11Þ
where the parameter 0 6 a 6 1 controls the smoothness of the
estimator; when a= 0, the WMFA-SS will reduce to the
WMFA which totally ignores the spatial relationship between
pixels of an image; when aﬁ1, the algorithm will choose a
spatially smoothest basis vector and totally ignore the mani-
fold structure of the aircraft data. J is the discretized Laplacian
regularization functional
JðaÞ ¼ jjD  ajj2 ¼ aTDTDa ð12Þ
The vectors ai (i= 1, 2, . . ., l) that maximize the objective
function Eq. (11) are given by the maximum eigenvalue solu-
tions to the following generalized eigenvalue problemaTXBXTa ¼ k aTXLXTaþ aJðaÞ  ð13Þ
The algorithmic procedure of WMFA-SS is formally stated
as follows:
(1) Constructing the graph of intraclass compactness and
graph of interclass separability. In the intraclass
compactness, using simple-minded function Eq. (5),
that is, for each sample xi, set the similarity matrix
Wij =Wji = 1 if xi is among the k1-nearest neighbors
of xj in the same class. In the interclass separability
graph, using Heat Kernel function Eq. (6), for each class
c, set the similarity matrix W Pi;j ¼ ejjxixj jj
2=r if the pair
(i, j) is among the k2-shortest pairs among the set
fði; jÞ; i 2 pc; j R pcg.
(2) Computing the discrete approximation D for two-dimen-
sional Laplacian L. From the formulation Eqs. (9) and
(10), the discrete approximation D isD ¼ D1  I2 þ I1 D2Fig. 1 Sample images from the aircraft database BH-AIR-1.0.(3) Constructing the WMFA-SS object function. Given the
WMFA structure with penalty Laplacian matrix B and
intrinsic Laplacian matrix L, the WMFA-SS is deﬁned
as follows:argmax
a
aTXBXTa
aTXLXTaþ aJðaÞ(4) Embedding to l dimensional subspace. Let basis vectors ai
(i= 1, 2, . . ., l) that maximize the objective function Eq.
(11) are given by the maximum eigenvalue solutions to
the generalized eigenvalue problem Eq. (13). Let
A= [a1 a2 . . . al] which is a m · l projection matrix.
The samples can be embedded into l dimensional sub-
space by
X! Y ¼ ATXThe compact representations Y= [y1 y2 . . . yN] embedded
in this subspace are invariant features, whose number is N
and dimension is l.
Finally, we represent the testing samples into the subspace
learned from the training sample and then use k-NN classiﬁca-
tion to classify different patterns of aircraft in the l dimen-
sional subspace.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Aircraft dataset and experiment settings
Due to the lack of 3D aircraft object data sample, we utilize
3ds Max software to build two aircraft image datasets –
(BH-AIR-1.0 and BH-AIR-2.0) to evaluate the performance
of our proposed algorithm.
The purpose of the ﬁrst dataset is to demonstrate that the
algorithm is still recognizable when the aircraft has big space
rotation while the MCF-MI fails and at the same time verify
the superiority of this algorithm by comparing with current
GE algorithms. In this dataset, we choose four aircraft: F22,
F111, Su27 and Mirage2000. Each aircraft includes 90 view-
points, which deﬁnes 18 rotation viewpoints from 180 to
180 with every 20 interval and 5 viewpoints moving the
aircraft 5 pixels in the up, down, left and right directions in
the image (Fig. 1). We preprocess all these images with binary
images and the same size 48 · 48 in dataset before we verify the
experiment. The purpose of the second one is to verify the
superiority of our algorithm by comparing with the current
algorithm MCF-MI. In this dataset, we sample three aircraft:
F22, F111, SU27 at different roll angles or pitch angles. Each
Table 1 Summary of the database (48 · 48) used in
experiments.
BH-AIR-1.0 BH-AIR-2.0
Number of image 360 1701
Number of aircraft 4 3
Number of image per aircraft 90 567
Fig. 3 Recognition accuracy versus feature-dimension on
BH-AIR-1.0.
Table 2 Recognition accuracies of WMFA-SS versus GE
algorithms.
Method Mean ± Std-dev (dimension) Max (dimension)
PCA+ LDA 70.1 ± 7.37 (3) 74.4 (3)
PCA+MFA 72.5 ± 0.57 (4) 75.0 (4)
PCA+WMFA 73.1 ± 1.34 (6) 77.0 (6)
LDA-SS 70.5 ± 0.49 (2) 82.5 (2)
MFA-SS 81.1 ± 0.58 (3) 86.3 (3)
WMFA-SS 85.4 ± 0.78 (3) 90.0 (3)
114 Z. Wei et al.aircraft includes 81 viewpoints, which deﬁnes 9 viewpoints
from 20 to 20 with every 5 interval in roll angle and 9
viewpoints from 20 to 20 with every 5 interval in pitch an-
gle. We further scale these images with 6 different transforma-
tions with the ratio of 1/2, 3/4, 1, 5/4, 3/2, 7/4, 2 and ﬁnally
acquire 567 images for each aircraft (Fig. 2). Thus, we acquire
1701 images in the second dataset and preprocess it the same as
the ﬁrst one. We summarize all of databases used in the exper-
iments, which is listed in Table 1.
4.2. WMFA-SS versus GE algorithms
We ﬁrst evaluate the performance of WMFA-SS in comparison
to other classic GE algorithms: MFA, LDA on BH-AIR-1.0.
For a fair comparison with these classic algorithms, we introduce
Laplacian penalty as regularization into MFA and LDA for spa-
tially smooth, which we called MFA-SS and LDA-SS. Moreover,
we also transform data into PCA subspace ﬁrst and then utilize
WMFA, MFA and LDA, which we called PCA+WMFA,
PCA+MFA, PCA+ LDA.
Since results in subspace learning algorithms are affected by
the number of training samples, dataset BH-AIR-1.0 was ran-
domly split into 50 training samples and 40 test samples. As
mentioned in Graph Embedding framework,11 how to set
parameters is still an open problem. We empirically set the
parameters in WMFA-SS. Speciﬁcally, we utilize the cross
validation to set the optimized parameters of intrinsic graph
and penalty graph – k1 is 10 and k2 is 400. In penalty graph,
the parameter r in weight function is ð1=2Nk2ÞP jjxi  jxjjj2; where ðjxi  jxjÞ represents the nearest pairs
among the k2-nearest among the set {(i, j), i e pc, j R pc}. The
parameter of a is set as 0.1. A crucial problem for most of sub-
space learning algorithms is dimensionality estimation and
often needs to be heuristically determined. Therefore, the per-
formance usually varies with the number of dimensions. We
show the best results of each algorithm obtained by 30 random
splits of 50 training samples and 40 test samples in Fig. 3. As
we can see, every algorithm reaching each peak recognition
accuracy varies with the number of feature-dimensions. Final-
ly, we report the experimental results of these six algorithms,
which are listed in Table 2. The mean and standard deviations
of recognition accuracy in 30 random splits are reported in the
second column, and the numbers in parentheses are the
corresponding feature dimension with the best recognition
accuracy. The third column of this Table describes the best re-
sults in 30 random splits corresponding to certain feature
dimensions as shown in parentheses.Fig. 2 Sample images from the aircraft database BH-AIR-2.0.The main observations from the performance comparison
include: WMFA-SS approach signiﬁcantly outperforms other
GE algorithms. The reason lies in the fact that the Heat Kernel
function is introduced in the penalty graph describing better
relationships between different kinds of aircraft; moreover,
Laplacian penalty, as a regularization, takes into account the
spatial relationship of an image, solves the problem of intrinsic
similarity matrix’s singularity and avoids over-ﬁtting due to
limited data. We could also observe that introducing a Lapla-
cian penalty for spatial smooth in other GE algorithms works
better in aircraft recognition than PCA+ GE algorithms,
which previously work very well in face recognitions.11
According to PCA+GE algorithms, we projected the ori-
ginal aircraft samples into PCA subspace, as shown in Fig. 4.
The projection vectors cannot represent the aircraft shape be-
cause of different poses while can represent the mostly face
proﬁle, thus the accuracy of PCA +GE algorithms performs
not as well as our proposed algorithm.
4.3. WMFA-SS versus MCF-MI
To evaluate the superiority of our algorithm by comparing it
with the current aircraft recognition method MCF-MI, we
(a) Original database     (b) The first 36 PCA eigenvectors
Fig. 4 Original database and the ﬁrst 36 PCA eigenvectors.
Fig. 5 Recognition accuracy versus feature-dimension on
BH-AIR-2.0.
Table 3 Recognition accuracies of WMFA-SS versus MCF-
MI.
Approach Accuracy (%) Dimension
MCF-MI 92.18
WMFA-SS 99.25 9
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with the database used by MCF-MI. As mentioned, the recog-
nition accuracy of MCF-MI is 92.81%, which the aircraft is
not covered and 83.35%, which is covered. We implement
our proposed algorithm on BH-AIR-2.0, which includes the
situation of being covered (Fig. 2).
According to the last experiment, we ﬁrstly split the
BH-AIR-2.0 with 300 training samples per pattern of aircraft
and the rest of them as test samples and then set the optimized
parameters of intrinsic graph and penalty graph – k1 as 30 and
k2 as 400. In penalty graph, the parameter r of weight function
is still ð1=2Nk2Þ
P jjxi  xjjj2, where (xi  xj) represents the
nearest pairs among the k2-nearest among the set {(i, j),
i e pc, j R pc}. The parameter of a is set as 0.1.
We show the dimensionality of invariant features from 1 to
30 in Fig. 5 and we choose the dimension of subspace corre-
sponding to the highest recognition accuracy, which is 9
dimension. The accuracy of our proposed algorithm in
BH-AIR-2.0 performances better than MCF-MI, which is
shown in Table 3.5. Conclusions
(1) A new algorithm called Weighted Marginal Fisher Anal-
ysis with Spatially Smooth (WMFA-SS) for extracting
invariant features in aircraft recognition is proposed in
this paper. By designing penalty graph with Heat Kernel
function to characterize the interclass separability, the
problem of classiﬁcation caused by aircraft’s poses var-
iation has been overcome due to better characterizing
the interclass relationship.
(2) Using Laplacian penalty to constrain the coefﬁcients of
intrinsic graph to be spatially smooth describes the
image prior information that neighboring pixels are cor-
related. Moreover, the regularization effectively avoids
the singularity of Laplacian matrix of intrinsic graph
and over-ﬁtting for lacking enough training samples.
(3) An open problem in WMFA-SS is the model selection of
parameters, which include k1, k2, r, a. The current efﬁcient
method to handle this is cross validation. Additional
theoretical analysis is needed for this topic in future.Acknowledgments
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